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Video 85: The Construction of the Soul (Redux)  

Written by Ariel Glad, October 26, 2018 
This is a transcript to video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkX9DA9ui3Y    

 

It has become very obvious that the previous two videos about the 

construction of the soul left many people very confused and with a lot of 

questions. This indicates to me that the article was not clear and easily 

understandable. When something like this happens, it means I need to step 

back and reconsider the information and how it was presented. After much 

discussion on this topic, we have decided to take down the previous videos 

85 and 86 and rewrite this concept using as much simple information as 

possible. 

*** 

As it turns out, what was first thought to be a very complicated topic, has 

shown itself to be very simple and we hope that this new video/article will 

help clear up the confusion and give you all a better understanding. 

*** 

When everything is said and done, we realize that nearly everything we 

see here and experience here is just a copy of an original Divine design. 

If this is true for everything around us, wouldn’t it also be true for us? 

Yes, we think it is. 

*** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkX9DA9ui3Y
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In the previous articles, we used a lot of unnecessary words to convey the 

concept of the human avatar having various and multiple “bodies”. We 

don’t need to be concerned with this. In the very simplest of explanations, 

we have: 

*** 

A physical body 

An etheric body 

An artificial “soul” 

An original Divine soul 

*** 

That’s it. Everything can be simplified into this concept. 

*** 

The physical body needs no explanation. It is your physical body. The 

etheric body, also, seems to be well understood. It is the “ghostly” imprint 

of your physical body. This is the body you will use as you move about in 

realms just beyond this physical realm (but still within the matrix). 

*** 

Now, we come to what makes a soul. Souls are the thinking/feeling part 

of us. The soul, along with a physical body (if necessary), is what allows 

us to experience an environment and make use of that environment for 

our growth. 

*** 
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Souls are composed of two parts – thinking and feeling. This thinking part 

of the soul (mind) is what we are going to call the Higher Self. The feeling 

part of the soul (heart) is what we are going to call the Spirit. These two 

aspects work together and benefit each other. This is our original design. 

This is also where the concept of Spirited, Souled, and Heart-based beings 

comes from.  

*** 

Next is the artificial soul. The original design still exists as part of us, but 

has been trapped within an artificial Soul. What is that artificial soul? It’s 

also the thinking and feeling part of us, but this is an inferior design and 

very easily manipulated. This is the soul with the chakras that we hear and 

read so much about. Chakras provide access through the artificial soul to 

the Original soul. They are portals for energy. 

*** 

Our original soul also has chakras, so to speak. Rather than being portals 

or holes running up and down the body, like the artificial soul, we might 

instead see only two – one at the top of the head and one at the feet. 

Imagine energy coming out and going in, in a constant flow, creating a 

toroidal effect around the body. The torus is a very ancient and highly 

useful shape that has been lost to us over the millennia. A good source of 

information on this is Michael Tellinger. We suggest you look at how 

much evidence there is around the world that ancient civilizations knew 

about the power of the torus and used it. It’s a very interesting design. 

*** 
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When we die and move into the Between Lives Area, the artificial soul is 

stripped off, like an old suit, and a new one attached for each incarnation. 

This artificial soul contains the personality you developed over this 

lifetime, complete with its traumas and celebrations. The “new” artificial 

soul will be constructed from previously discarded souls that have had the 

fires separated and rearranged. You will have no memory of your previous 

life, although there may be some “bleed through” from the various fires 

your new soul is constructed with. Our original design remains eternal and 

will work with what it has been given, so it matters not which artificially 

constructed soul you are working with. If you have grown and expanded 

in knowledge and awareness in previous incarnations, your original soul 

retains the benefit of that growth and picks up from where it left off.  

*** 

Some incarnations do not contain original soul, and thus we have beings 

only consisting of an artificial soul construct. Their chakras have no 

connection to an inner energy source; thus, they are merely portals for 

external energy which they draw in from their environment. This is where 

we can apply the terms soulless, Spiritless, organic portals, and non-heart-

based beings.  

*** 

In Summary, we have, 

*** 

Divine Soul (thinking/feeling, Higher Self/Spirit, Mind/Heart) 

Artificial Soul (artificially manipulated thinking/feeling, manipulated 

Mind/manipulated Heart) 
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Etheric Body 

Physical Body 

*** 

Does this clear things up and make it easier to understand? We hope so. 

As always, please ask questions and make comments in the Comment 

Section below. 

 


